
Interference in quantum mechanics

“I think I can safely say that nobody understands quantum mechanics.”

Richard Feynman
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Abstract

In the part (1) I make clear how to include the consciousness into our physical
image of the world. In the next part (2) I show connection between consciousness
and the general phenomenon of interference. In the part (3) I propose how to do
experiments, which would confirm the ideas of the first two parts. I also show
some fundamental laws of physics as a simple consequence of the introduced the-
ory (the second law of thermodynamics, special case of the law of conservation of
energy). Among many other interesting things like explanation of the existence of
the wave-particle duality I also briefly comment application of the introduced the-
ory to physical description of consciousness in our nerve systems. In brief - in this
article I create a new physical theory (consistent with known experimental results),
which shows an elegant way how to understand consciousness as an essential part
of nature and answers fundamental questions about quantum mechanics curing
its conceptual troubles.
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Introduction

There are phenomena in nature scientists are still not able to explain. The most obvi-
ous example of such phenomenona are those connected with consciousness. Today’s
fundamental physics treats our world as free of conscious beings - no physical de-
scription of phenomena connected with consciousness, no physical laws for behavior
of consciousness.

We understand by our intuition, what does it mean that we are aware of our en-
vironment. But why do we have this feature? What is the correct physical under-
standing of this? Scientists explain everything like something made of particles. In
a treatment of any such system they prescribe to these particles some initial state
1, physical laws then determine how do these particles evolve in time, change their
states. This view leads scientists to satisfactory understanding of most known nat-
ural phenomena. But what does the consciousness look like in this view? We can
imagine everything as something made of many jiggling atoms (made of elementary
particles). But which particles do form conscious being and which do not? How does
science answer simple questions like this?

Physicists have understood how electromagnetic interaction between electrons and
protons works. We can see everywhere around us how important was discovery of
these simple physical laws. How important could it be, if we were able to understand
all physical laws of behaviour of consciousness in simple physical terms? I hope
it is not necessary to emphasize the importance of the possible discoveries which
could lead to the understanding of consciousness. In this article I treat this problem,
how consciousness could be described by physics. Fortunately, thanks to the known
facts from physics, it is possible to see that there is just one reasonable way how to
understand consciousness in physical terms.

1The initial state in the approximation called classical physics would be for example the coordinates
and momenta of all particles of the system at a given time - in different physical theories there would
be a different way of description of the state of the involved particles.
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1 Consciousness in physical terms

Consider for a moment the well known physical form of this world assuming that ev-
erything is made of atoms. For example reading this article, the electrons from the
text of this article emit photons and some of them are absorbed in our eyes. In our
eyes there are something like detectors, which influence other atoms and these influ-
ence another and so on. Thanks to this chain reaction the photons caused that we are
aware of the text. Similarly, we know about surroundings, because atoms everywhere
around us influence by similar chain reaction atoms of our nerve system. But what
has to be influenced inside us to know about it? What do we exactly feel? Everything
is made of particles. Then the particles are influenced and nothing else. Hence we feel
some particles which are influenced. What kind of influencing? Physicists describe
state of particles in different ways. We can consider every of these descriptions as sets
of numbers with different physical meanings (position in some reference frame, en-
ergy, spin, complex wave function, set of complex wave functions, Lagrangian density,
probability distribution, etc.). This general understanding of physical description of
particles is everything we need. In other words fully described initial state of particles
described anyhow comes to new different states.

Atoms from surroundings influence particles we feel, this means they change one
set of numbers describing these particles into another set of numbers describing these
particles (inital state comes to another state). When we watch the text, the atoms emit
photons which by the chain reaction influence (just in the way that we can see the
right colour of the text) considered set of numbers. This set of numbers (fully described
state) is the best what we can use to predict, what we feel. This set of numbers would
be different if the atoms would not emit photons, or emit photons of different colour.

We can make conclusion which we get as a consequence of the fact that everything
is made of particles. We feel some particles completely described by set of numbers2,
the environment change the numbers and therefore we feel something else in different
situations. In other words, there exists a transformation which takes physical state of
the particles, which we feel, and gives a corresponding feeling. This transformation
exists, because the physical description is complete.

To ensure you understand it well, I rather give an example. Let’s say entropy of
particles we feel is a state which corresponds to our feeling of pleasure. The trans-
formation could be for example that we feel pleasure if the entropy of our particles is
rising, we feel nothing if the entropy does not change.

Something has changed in our physical view of the world. Before we started to
consider the fact, that we are conscious, we believed that everywhere there are lots
of atoms, particles which act on each other by course of physical laws. Now we un-
derstand that we must necessarily change this view to understand all phenomena as
a whole. Because there are particles someone feels. Our new physical image of the
world can be expressed this way: Everything is made of clusters of particles, which

2which describe the immediate state of these particles of course
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evolve by course of physical laws. State of some particles can be felt.
The last sentence I carefully formulated, because I did not prove that state of all

particles is felt. We can specify our imaginations by the next simple observations.
Instead of expression "cluster of particles, which state is felt", I will use shorter title
particlon.

Let’s imagine ourselves and some other persons around us. We know about our-
selves that we are conscious beings and we reasonably suppose also the others to be
conscious. So in everyone we can see some kind of group of particles, which is influ-
enced by surroundings and people feel their state - particlons. Particlons are somehow
separated from each other, because one human doesn’t feel state of the other parti-
clons. How did particlons get to our bodies? Does particlon rise during an evolution
of a human? Do we need some kind if theory which describes how from a cluster
of particles, which are not felt, rises a cluster of particles, which is felt by someone?
There is no experimental reason, no phenomenon, which would force us to complicate
our situation and suppose necessity of these theories. We can use the “principle of un-
exceptionality”, which was successfully used in physics many times before. There are
clusters of particles which state is felt. We can divide everything into these clusters
of particles. We know about some of them, that their state is felt. By the principle
of unexceptionality none of these clusters is extraordinary, therefore all clusters of
particles are felt, are the particlons. Their state is felt. The world is made of clusters
of particles which state is felt – of particlons.

We have used instinctively principle of unexceptionality when we supposed, that
other people are conscious. We could immediately generalize it and recognize, that
everything is conscious, everything are particlons. The main difference between us
and particlons around lies of course in the fact, that thanks to many generations
of evolutions of living beings, the particlons inside our nerve systems are influenced
in the way, that we have real imagination of our surroundings, but this need not
to be true for particlons around us. We cannot use principle of unexceptionality for
character of consciousness of particlons in living beings, because these particlons are
in an exceptional state in comparison with particlons in our surroundings.

Our new image of world looks like this: Everything is made of particlons, somehow
separated clusters of particles which evolve in course of physical laws. Physical state
of particlon corresponds to feelings the particlon has. We have not discussed what do
these laws exactly look like, but we know that there must be some, because particlons
behave partially predictable.

We must answer many questions about behaviour of particlons. How is it possible,
that particlons were not found? There could be some strange phenomena happening
on the frontiers of particlons. How does particle get from one particlon to another?
How to fully characterize state of particlon? How does the particlon in our nerve
system look like and what is his state? How does the nature ensure that a human has
only one particlon controlling his body? If nature cannot manipulate with particlons,
it is just useless dividing of world to parts. Nature would have nothing to ensure that
we feel a state of the right particles. I try to answer some of these questions in the text
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below. Now we can say that we, animals, plants but also all material world around us
feels its physical state. Everything around us is made of particlons. We have got these
facts as a simple logical conlusions from the unexceptionality principle, from the facts
that everything is made of particles and states of some of these particles are felt. We
also know that we can understand feelings like something corresponding to physical
state of the particlons.
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2 Interference

2.1 Problem of particlon separation

It is possible to separate particlons, because nature does this separation during the
growth of the animals. For now it is our basic observation. To find out that some
particles belong to a given particlon, they must during their time evolution somehow
differ from those, which do not belong to the particlon. Particlons are some groups of
particles. We have no limitation in the question, what particles (electrons, or protons,
etc.) can belong to the particlon. Thus particlon can be made of any particles3.

From this it is clear that division of particles into particlons depends on some
properties which are general enough. This means that we expect that we can divide
particlons using something what is not a special phenomenon specific just for some
kind of particles. For example, we can’t divide particles into particlons using elec-
tromagnetic field only, because phenomena connected with electromagnetism are not
general enough. Because there are particles which is not possible to influence by
electromagnetic fields. To conclude, let us say that we have two demands to narrow
physical phenomena which nature could use to separate the particlons:

1. Particlons are experimentally separable.

2. This separation is connected with phenomena common to all kinds of particles.

Now we have to find some way how to separate partilons and simultaneously satisfy
these two demands. Consider for example that every particlon consists of particles
with finite rest mass. And particles are divided into particlons in such a way that
all the particlons have the same total mass. It seems we have satisfied the second
demand, because every particle has defined some rest mass. But we have no phe-
nomenon to satisfy the first. We can also find ways to divide clusters of particles
which do not satisfy the second demand.

I would like to mention another fact in addition to the two demands - it can help
us the fact that there exist particlons, which represent human consciousness. From
this we can for example infer that the particlons must be “complicated enough” as the
consciousness is.

In quantum mechanics there is a basic phenomenon when particles behave differ-
ently in very similar physical conditions – interference. Interference is a phenomenon,
which is obviously general enough (protons, photons, electrons, they all do interfere).
Every particle can be described by wave function and from the superposition principle
we can conclude that particles might interfere. We have satisfied the second demand.

3In other case there would exist particles, which do not belong to any particlon. This would spoil the
assumption that everything is made of particlons
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Figure 1: Double-slit experiment. In the scheme you can see source of electrons
emitting electrons, two slits, which represent small slits with width similar to wave
length of electron and a wall, on which there is an electron detector.

Figure 2: Double-slit experiment with observation of the path of the electrons.

2.2 Review of the double-slit experiment

Now, we have to find out if we could satisfy also the first demand. Let’s illustrate
interference on the famous double-slit experiment with electrons. I mention this ex-
periment, because considering it we can understand a general way, how do ampli-
tudes of probability interfere in quantum mechanics, and how it is connected to our
problem. The experiment is in the figure 1. I suppose you know the double-slit ex-
periment very well, or before further reading, study [1], where you can find sufficient
introduction to the experiments I am going to talk about. Further in this text, I prefer
Feynman equivalent formulation of quantum mechanics as a way to understand these
experiments.

In brief I am going to describe, what is happening according to quantum mechan-
ics. Quantum mechanics predicts the results of the experiment in the following way.
General system always starts from some initial state into measured final state. For
every possible final state, there is a complex number called amplitude of probability.
In our case these final states are states, when electron comes to some place on the
wall with detector. Probability of such an event is according to quantum mechan-
ics proportional to square of norm of the amplitude of probability of this event. In
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the case shown in the picture, the result would be an interference pattern. It can
be shown, that considerations of classical physics about electron movement lead us
to statement that the electron went through both slits simultaneously. But we can
change the experiment to watch the path of the electron. Could we see an electron
going through both slits simultaneously? The changed experiment is in the figure 2.
We have a source of photons to watch what slit has the electron passed through. In
this case we would see no interference pattern and the electron would pass through
one of the slits.

The results of these two experiments we explain using quantum theory (using the
Feynman’s “path integral argumentation”) in the following way. In the first case, if
we wanted the amplitude of probability of finding electron on some place in the wall,
we would just add amplitudes of probability of coming electron into some place from
the first slit and from the second slit (due to the fact that the phase of amplitudes
changes from place to place like in the case of waves, we get an interference pattern).
In the case of observing the electrons we have to consider photons, which after the
scattering on electrons were detected in detectors. In the second case we don’t sum
up amplitudes but probabilities. This reasoning should be clear to you, in other case,
study doble-slit experiments in [1] (Where you can find more detailed description of
these experiments - “in letters“.).

The slit experiment shows two general rules for getting probability that the system
evolves to some concrete final state:

1. If the system evolves from some initial state to some final state, and this can
happen in more ways, and it is in principle impossible to find out what way
system came through – we sum amplitudes of probability of all these ways. The
resulting sum is the amplitude of probability of getting from the given initial state
to this final state. Probability is then square of size of this amplitude.

2. If the system evolves from some initial state to some final state, and this can
happen in more ways, and it is in principle possible to find out what way it was –
we sum probabilities of all these ways. The resulting sum is probability of getting
from initial state to this final state.

I have just repeated, what we know from quantum mechanics (as it is described in 2, I
have omitted the explicit expressions for the amplitudes to shorten this text believing
in your physical intuition).

2.3 Wave-particle duality in the particlon theory

Let’s get back to the problem of separation of particles into particlons. First of all we
have to know, how does the experiment look like according to our new image of the
world. The source emits electrons from one particlon, this electron ends somewhere
in the wall or it can be detected in the detector on the wall. If we watch the path
of electrons by photons, there is one more important particlon in this experiment,
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the one which emits photons. How can we satisfy the first demand? We know from
experiments that the addition of particlon emiting photons caused cancellation of the
interference partern. Our next considerations, we can base on the fact that interaction
with particlon from the environment caused cancellation of the interference.

We explain the experiment this way - in the first case (without watching the path
of an electron in the figure 1), source particlon and the particlon in the detector in-
teracted, the wall with slits represented a condition of this interaction. In the second
case (watching the path of electrons by photons), interaction with particlon from en-
vironment cancelled an interference. We can name these particlons source particlon,
particlon from the environment and detector particlon. We need to formulate ex-
act rules which will be similarly like explanation of quantum mechanics valid for all
quantum mechanical systems.

The third particlon cancelled the interference. Does it mean that this cancellation
is permanent? No interference of amplitudes can happen, if we add to environment
another particlon, which will interact somehow with source particlon? No. We could
place in front of the wall another wall with slits. From quantum mechanics we know
that there will be interference pattern. We would make mistake if we would think,
that addition of another particlon permanently cancels interference.

In our case the ways of getting into some final state are in principle distinguishable
only if the state of source particlon and the state of particlons from environment
changes. This will be our definition of interaction of particlons. Particlons interact
when they change their actual state. In our first case, electron passed through the slits
without changing state of any particlon. Or we can consider the passing through slits
like one type of interaction with environment particlons (no interaction as a special
type of interaction).

In the second case, the electron can change the states of environment particlon in
several ways. There are three most important. The first is passing through the slits
without electron-photon scattering (free motion). The other two are electron-photon
scattering after passing through one or the other slit. These three types of interaction
with particlons from environment can lead to the same final state.

We can see that we can equivalently replace “in principle distinguishable ways”
by “different interactions of particlons”. At this place I would like to mention one
fact which could be a bit premature. Some of you may think that the replacement
could be done in the non-particlon theory, or think that it leads to nothing new. Both
conclusions are wrong4.

4In the case of the double-slit experiment, you can really think, that scattering behind different slits
with different photons are different interactions between particles and have the same result, but I have
noticed that these rules should be true in general everywhere in quantum mechanics. For example
imagine Bragg scattering of particles in crystal (it is also discussed in the text below). If you use the
rule, scattering on different atoms are obviously different interactions with atoms and no interference
should therefore occur, but this is not what is measured in the experiments. The rule therefore does
not hold for atom - non-particlon point of view. In the case of particlon theory, these atoms are part
of one particlon, therefore we can say that the atoms absorb momentum as a whole, one interaction
which could happen in many equivalent ways – interference occurs and the rule holds.
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Further, new motivation for existence of particlons arises. Nowhere else but in
quantum mechanics appears the strange fact, that our physical consideration de-
pends on some principal knowledge of the information about the system. We can get
rid of this by considering particlons. In this case “the different knowledge” goes to
“the different interactions”. So we have a new reason leading us to conclusion that
our world is made of particlons.

Imagine a slit experiment with three slits. Two slits are observed in the way dis-
cussed above. The third is not observed. Quantum mechanics predicts results of the
experiment in the way mentioned above. There are three in principle distinguishable
ways how to get from source to detector. But also there are three different interactions
of particlons with the same result (scattering behind the first slit, scattering behind
the second slit and going through the third slit without scattering). We can consider
this observation as a general rule. Probability is counted like a sum of probabilities of
all possible different interactions of particlons with the same final state of experiment.
You can easily discuss other quantum mechanical experiments in terms of particlons.

We know enough to express general laws describing behaviour of particlons in all
experiments:

1. Probability that a particle5 of one particlon evolves from some initial state to some
final state is a sum of probabilities of all different interactions 6 of this particle
with other particlons which leads to this final state.

2. Probability of one interaction is given by square of norm of the relevant amplitude
of probability. This amplitude is a sum of amplitudes of all evolutions leading to
the same interaction.

And as everybody knows, the laws which give the amplitudes of probabilities are the
laws of quantum mechanics. How do these rules lead to the possibility of separation
of particlons? The slit experiment and other contain different particlons interacting
with each other. But there is a special case which was not discussed. What if the
source particlon and the environment particlon were the same particlon? We have not
discussed the possibility that different parts of experiments consist of one particlon.
For example in the slit experiment it would mean that a source of photons behind
the slits would be a part of source particlon. If we want to separate particlons with
help of interference then these two situations have to differ. If they would not differ, we
would have no way how to determine what particles belong to what particlon. Because
the interaction with particlon from environment cancelled the interference, we try to
suppose that if there is no interaction with particlon from environment, particlon just
interact with itself, the interference will not be cancelled7.

5and it holds also if you consider instead of a particle that the system is particlon, the particle
belongs to the description of the state of the whole particlon

6as I have already defined, interactions are distinguished by different final quantum numbers of
particlons

7In this way we have naturally come to the conclusion that particlon theory demands existence of
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We take interaction of particlon with itself as one type of interaction and use the
same calculation for the probability as before (in the more common non-path integral
approach to quantum mechanics this means that the wave function of the particlon
does not collapse due to particlon self-interactions).

Now we know how particlons could be separated, and we can see that the results of
particlon physics in some special cases differ from predictions of quantum mechanics.
The experiments, in which the individual particlons would appear, have not been done,
as far as I know.

In all physical systems at any time there are particlons in some state. All what is
going on is that they evolve to some other state. The question is: “How to calculate
the probabilities that they evolve to a given state?” It is clear that we can consider
one particlon after one - the physical laws for the calculation of the probabilities that
a given particlon evolve to some new state is everything we need.

For one particlon there are many states he can get into. Let us consider a particlon
in some initial state. After some time there appear non-zero probabilities that the
particlon somehow interacts with other particlons. We can calculate these probabili-
ties as a square of norm of sum of amplitudes of probabilities which belong to these
interactions. If some of these interactions occur, we can consider this as a new initial
state of particlon. And so on. As you can see, it is very intuitive. We can imagine par-
ticlon one after one and according to state of other particlons there are probabilities
which tell us how the particlon can evolve. If you want to let him interact with the
other particlons for a long time there appear some products of probabilities (particlon
evolved from initial state to some new and then to some other).

Why there are particles, which all have the same rest mass and charge? Our
considerations led to the fact that everything around are particlons, which are repre-
sented by particles. It means that whole world is made of the same things, particlons
in different physical situations. Then there is no reason to be surprised that there are
so many symmetries between particles. It is true due to the fact, that they all repre-
sent the same, they represent particlons. Many symmetries (rest masses the same,
charge the same, physical laws the same,...) has now a good reason, because they are
part of a “bigger” symmetry.

Now I would like to apply our rules to many interesting quantum mechanical ex-
periments. Then I am going to discuss experiments which should lead to different
results according to quantum mechanics and according to this theory. Let’s get back
to the slit experiment. Many people are surprised that classical look on electrons
leads to the conclusion that one electron goes through both slits immediately. How
does a movement of the electrons look like in this theory? We don’t need to consider
classical movement, which we can see around us. There is just finite volume where
the other particlons can find the electron. Position of electron is approximately given,
when other particlon measure it. Therefore I didn’t think that it is strange that a

effect which is known as wave-particle duality. Without such an effect we would have no way how to
separate the particlons. Free particlons show a lot of wave-like behavior, interacting particlons reveal
the particle nature of partilons.
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consequence of this theory is that in special case it is possible to measure what slit
electron came through and interference simultaneously. In classical sense it means
that the electron goes through both slits then is measured behind one and intereferes
with itself. Classical physics doesn’t work, it is wrong to expect that electrons will
behave in the same way like bodies around us.

On the other hand considering many particlons from which these bodies are made
of, the theory has to lead to the conclusion that the motion will behave according to
classical physics. Quantum mechanics explains it like a consequence of behaviour of
amplitudes of probabilities in a limit of high mass when the objects have a small wave
lenght. What do our rules say about this? If we use in the interference experiment
something bigger, it is made of many particlons. These particlons interact with each
other, they change their state during motion. According to our rules there appear
many probabilities (the many particlon thing hit the wall in different possible state of
different particlons) in the sum and every of these probabilities will be a product of
other probabilities (during the motion, they can intereact in different ways to get into
the considered final state). We can see that we need no wave lenght of macroscopic
things to understand that there will be no interference measured. Macroscopic objects
have no wave lenght because they are made of many particlons, but we can expect
that one particlon has a wave lenght like a common quantum mechanical object.

Let’s discuss again the problem of the separation of particlons. I can mention one
more solution of this problem satisfying both demands. Imagine that particles always
belong to the particlon which attracts them more. This is a not precisely formulated
rule how to determine which particle belongs to which particlon but sufficient for
derivation of some consequences of this rule. For example it is clear that if parti-
clon emits particle, the particle will belong to another particlon if it absorbs it. Thus
we have satisfied the second demand. Force acting on a particle is a thing general
enough. How to satisfy the first? We can take from particlon some part. To ensure
that it is one particlon we will take a very small part. Then we can take other particles
and bound them to our small part. We can satisfy also the demand to get particlon
complicated enough to explain consciousness of animals. I did not consider this so-
lution which satisfies both demands, because it does not explain interference. Then
it would be impossible by simple observations to determine, which particles belong to
which particlon. Because there would be no effect showing that particle belongs to
some particlon, quantum mechanics does not predict such effects. And we could
never find out if our guess of “size small enough” was a good guess. We can without
problems believe the fact that particle, which is bounded in one particlon for a long
time, is its part. We supposed so in described experiments in silence. Maybe we have
discovered another possibility how to get particlon large enough for our experiments.
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3 Experiments with particlons

In the last section we stated some basic physical laws, which predict behavior of the
particlons. In further text I am going to describe some experiments with particlons,
especially the experiments, which are in contradiction with predictions of quantum
mechanics. I don’t want to write down exact equations, instead I would like to illus-
trate, how the theory works. I would like to ensure that it leads to the same predictions
in experiments with well known results.

We have founded out that these contradictions will appear when for example a
particlon of source and some particlon from environment is the same particlon. We
have concluded that then there will be unexpected interference in the cases when
particle from source particlon will interact with particles from the same particlon. In
other words the wave function will not collapse in these special cases although it should
collapse according to quantum mechanics.

3.1 Particlon explanation of several experiments

3.1.1 Scattering on a crystal

Let’s consider some experiments known from quantum mechanics to show how par-
ticlons behave in these experiments. We can start with scattering of particles on a
crystal (see figure 3). Particles are emitted by a source particlon, they are scattered by
particlons in the crystal and some of them are detected. We can study the situation
when particles scatter in the way that they don’t change quantum state of any par-
ticle. The crystal influences the probability that particle gets to detector in a similar
way like difraction grid or slits in a flank. Probability that particle scatters elastically
and gets to the detector contains one term (the crystal is made of many particlons –
this term is a sum of many probabilities which are of course almost the same) stand-
ing for the type of interaction going through the crystal, scatter on some particlon and
outgoing in some scattering angle. The particle can scatter on many atoms of one of
these particlons with the same change of momentum of particlon – amplitudes are

Figure 3: Scattering on a crystal. Black circle represents a source, the white square
represents the crystal, the black square represents the detector.
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Figure 4: Experiment for spin 1 particle with three Stern-Gerlach apparatures. The
vertical lines symbolize blocks, these apparatures are rotated relative to each other.
N is a number of particles passing through the first apparature.

summed and the interference occurs.
On the other hand if we had such particles and such a crystal that the change of a

quantum state of a concrete particle of some particlon occurs, the situation changes
(usual case in these experiments is turnovering of spin). In this case it is something
else to turnover spin of particlon in one position or another. Therefore instead of
summation of amplitudes we have summation over probabilities of different turnovers
and the interference disappears.

What are the differences between the particlon explanation and the quantum me-
chanical explanation? In quantum mechanics there are no particlons therefore the
amplitudes are summed over whole crystal, but in particlon approach just over atoms
of different particlons. Other interesting differences in this explanation I have men-
tioned earlier in this text.

3.1.2 Stern-Gerlach apparatuses

Consider well known sequence of Stern-Gerlach apparatuses. Any of these sequences
we can understand using the same arguments. Consider an example pictured in the
figure 4. To calculate the probability that the particle pass through these apparatures,
we can use our rules. To pass the apparatures, the particle can’t be absorbed by any
block. We just calculate amlitude, that the particle pass the last apparatus. Because
the particle does not change during the motion the state of the particlons in the ap-
paratures8, we have to sum over amplitudes of different paths in these apparatures.
What are these amplitudes for different rotations of the apparatures and so on we
know from quantum mechanics, there is nothing new about it.

8if you assume it as a free motion, if you consider interaction with the magnetic field, a similar effect
like in the crystal scattering is going to occur
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Figure 5: Scattering in the center-mass system of α and oxygen. Round shapes rep-
resent sources, squares represent detectors.

3.1.3 Scattering of particles

As the last interesting example I would like to mention elastic scattering of particles in
their center-mass system. Let’s consider for example oxygen and particle a scattering
shown in the figure 5. The oxygen and the particle a scatter and particlons can due
to this scattering interact in different ways depending on the resulting directions of
momentum of the scattered particles.

Consider the special case when we scatter identical particles - in this case elec-
trons. If the electrons have the same orientation of spin, a new effect can appear
caused by summation of amplitudes of probabilities due to the fact that one possible
change of quantum number of source particlons could be seen by two ways (see fig-
ures 6 and 7). As you can see in the case of identical particles (with identical internal
degrees of freedom like the mentioned spin) we have to consider the new interference
effect caused by the fact that for every final state there are two momenta of the mediat-
ing photon, which leads to the same given final state.

As you can see, this corresponds to quantum mechanical rule for amplitudes which
tells that in case of fermions the amplitudes interfere with opposite phases, in the
case of bosons they interfere in phase (we can consider bosons like two fermions
and derive this rule from the rule for fermions). Consequence of this fact is Pauli
exclusion principle which tell us that two electrons never appear in the same state.
The complete physical laws for interchanging particles between particlons I am going
to discuss later. Anyway we have seen that we can easily explain every quantum
mechanical experiment, which quantum mechanics describes in other way.
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Figure 6: Scattering in the center-mass system of two electrons. Two source particlons
emit electron. Electrons scatter with resulting momentum and direction of momentum
like parameters for different interactions between particlons. (they have spin oriented
in the same way). The electron from particlon from the right emits photon (the yellow
line), the left one (red line for electron from left particlon, blue line for the electron
from right particlon) absorbs the photon and thus in further movement belongs to the
right particlon (in the figure you can see that it changes color after absobtion of the
photon).

Figure 7: Scattering in the center-mass system of two electrons. The second way to
get the same interaction of source particlons. Two source particlons emit electron.
This time a photon with different momentum is emitted by the right particlon, but the
resulting states of the particlons after this interaction is the same. Therefore we have
two amplitudes for the same interaction.
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3.2 Experiments revealing individual particlons

In the last part of this section I am going to describe general ordering of experiments
which should lead to results in contradiction to quantum mechanics. Results, which
contradict predictions of quantum mechanics we would get if we created experiments,
in which the source particlon and the particlon from the environment is the same one.
Because the wave function would not collapse, where she should collapse according
to quantum mechanics.

In the scattering experiment it would mean that both sources contain the same
source particlon. The main problem relies in the fact that we still don’t know too
much about particlons, therefore it is not clear how to manipulate with them. But we
can figure out experiments, in which we don’t need to manipulate with particlons.

Consider again the scattering on a crystal. Our rules say that in the case when the
particlon from the environment is the same as the source particlon, the results will
change. Some unexpected (by quantum mechanics) interference is going to occur. In
our experiment with turnover of the spin we expected cancellation of the interference.
We can take some material, in which some decay proceeds. Some quickly moving par-
ticles will be the product of this decay. Because the source particlon is in the crystal,
it is clear that we can easily take the crystal so small that the source particlon (repre-
sented by the particles, which decay) and the particlon from environment (represented
by particles on which the decayed particles scatter) will be one particlon (the practical
problem would be to have such a good arrangement of the decay that it would work
like the colimated beam of particles in the case of the source from the environment). If
we took the crystal too big there would be no disagreement with quantum mechanics.
But if we took a crystal which is small enough we should measure unexpected new
interference, because bigger part of all atoms will interact in one particlon.

In general, what we need to find individual particlons, is to do the same quantum
mechanical experiments as before but also ensure that parts of these experiments are
one particlon. In the slit experiments it means to do somehow that the source particlon
and the particlon which emits the photons (thus plays the role of “wave function
collapser”) is the same and so on.

In the following table I try to show in general, where the particlon theory is going
to be necessary to explain the experiments.

Fast
−→

Parts of experiment small↓ Classical physics Theory of relativity
Different parts ↓ Quantum mechanics Relativistic quantum mechanics

the same particlon Particlon physics

3.3 Number of particlons remains the same

Now we understand the physical meaning of the wave function collapse. We under-
stand how particlons work in the mentioned situations. It is necessary to find out
more information about the particlons. We can say that particlons are “the funda-
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mental entity” from which all physics arises. They are made of particles (sometimes
described like fields). We can imagine anything divided in many parts, every part be-
ing one particlon. But we also know that it is possible to change the number of the
particles in one particlon (particlons are equivalent and they are not in the same state,
therefore they can change to each others state), they usually interchange particles.

Our new objective is to find the rules, how do they change number of their parti-
cles. Because the particlons have not been discovered yet (or people have interpreted
quantum mechanical experiments wrong and don’t know they have discovered parti-
clons - if you wish), we have no good information and have to guess the appropriate
laws somehow.

Particlons in our nerve systems have interesting features. They don’t disappear.
And they are not interchanging with other particlons (in the sense that today you are
you and the next they you are not going to be someone else). Let’s try to guess that
this is not situation for particlons in our nerve systems but a general fact. The fact
that particlons never disappear (in our case they are held somehow in our brains). We
also expect that new particlons also never appear.

Another approach to this conclusion follows from this consideration. In physics
there are many conservation laws. Nobody usually knows, why do they exist, but they
hold. I have remarked that particlons are the basic entities, from which all physics
follows. It would be strange to have so many conservation laws and not to have a
conservation law for particlons. We have a new principle, which we can use in our
further considerations: Number of particlons remains the same. Thanks to this law we
can restrict our guesses about the physical laws telling us, how particlons get and get
rid of their particles.

3.3.1 Conservation of energy

We can make some important conclusions with the particlon conservation law. Imag-
ine one particlon. There are some physical quantities, which describe the state of this
particlon. Consider one of these quantities, the total mass of the particlon m. We know
from the theory of relativity that mass and energy are both but different manifestation
of the same thing

E = mc2.

Now imagine that it is possible that particles of our particlon disappear (they don’t
change into some other particles of the particlon, they just disappear). And the dis-
appearance of any particle in the particlon means that the mass or equivalently the
energy of the particlon decrease. Then we could bring the particlon into a state, where
every particle of our particlon would disappear (the whole particlon would disappear
this way). But this violates the law of conservation of particlons. Therefore it is not
possible that the particles disappear and accordingly it is not possible that the energy-
mass decreases this way (we could use similar arguments to discuss that the particles
don’t disappear due to interactions with surrounding particlons).
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Is it possible that the energy-mass increase? Increasing of number of particles in
one particlon would not violate our conservation principle. But where can these new
particles come from? We expect that one particle can belong to just one particlon. It
means that if somewhere in environment a new particle appears, there must be a new
particlon. And this would violate the fact that the number of particlons can’t rise. So
this way the energy can’t rise.

We could also use the argument that physical laws are symmetrical in time. If
particles could appear from no reason, it would mean that they would disappear if we
reversed time and looked from future to the past. This would mean particlons could
disappear somewhere in the past in contradiction to particlon conservation law.

From this observation we could try an interesting guess. Can the energy of every
particlon be the same and remain the same? This would mean that there is some new
unknown constant (energy of one particlon) and if we want to calculate number of
particlons in some system we just measure the energy of this system and divide it by
this constant. But there are some new problems. The first problem is that energy is
not an invariant. Two observers which are in constant relative motion would measure
different number of particlons. And we don’t believe that we can change number of
particlons somewhere by acceleration of ourselves and satisfy the conversation law
of paticlons. We could define the constant, energy of one particlon in another way.
The constant would be rest energy of one particlon. But there is another problem.
We know that rest energy of one system can change. Imagine two particlons which
are going to crash in center-mass system. After they crash they will not move. But
we know from relativistic physics that the energy of movement will change into rest
energy. We could get from a system of two particlons system of more particlons and it
would mean that the number of particlons does not remain the same. We can see how
conservation of particlons restricts possible behaviour of particlons in system. We can
see that the energy of one particlon does not remain the same in general. They can’t
lose energy by acting particles in one particlon, but they can interchange energy.

3.3.2 Exchange of particles in particlon interactions

The problem how particlons interchange particles is a way more complicated. In the
discussion of the quantum mechanical experiments we have seen that after interac-
tion of particle from one particlon with particle from another particlon, it is not clear,
which particlon contains the two particles afterwards (there some chance to belong to
one particlon or to the other).

We don’t need too detailed solution of this problem to get interesting results. We
can simply assume that “more interaction” between particlon and some particle al-
ways means bigger probability that this is this particlon’s particle. Imagine two parti-
clons in a contact. Particles on border between these two particles could go from one
particlon to another (two solid particlons brought to termal contact for example). It is
temperature which corresponds to how quickly move the particles of the first particlon
and the particles of the second particlon. And if they move faster they cause “more
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interactions” from one side then from the other. We have our desired new general
law for particlons in thermal contact. Particlons with higher temperature take particles
from particlons with lower temperature (which are in thermal contact with them).

This law is probably not applicable in all cases which can occur in physics, because
it doesn’t work with single particles. We want to know the exact rules for situations
with two particles from different particlons and this law does not say it. It would
solve this problem only if it generally depended only on temperatures. Anyway we can
get remarkable results with this law. We can try to use our two laws - the particlon
conseravation law and the just stated law of particle exchange for particlons in thermal
contact.

Notice that it shows new way how to define state of thermodynamical equilibrium
– particlons are in thermodynamical equilibrium (with each other) if their mean numbers
of particles remain the same.

3.3.3 The second law of thermodynamics

Imagine two particlons with different temperatures in a thermal contact. It is better to
consider two standing particlons in a solid material than moving particlons of liquid
or particlons with spreaded particles of a gas. They are in thermal contact, therefore
according to our second rule the particlon with higher temperature gets new particles
and the colder particlon loses them. After some time these two particlons exchange
heat needed to balance their temperatures. Their temperatures are going to be the
same, therefore they are going to stop interchanging the particles (at average).

We can try to figure out cases in which such interactions would cause that all par-
ticles of one particlon would be taken by the other particlons. Suppose one colder
particlon surrounded by system of many warmer particlons (see figure 8a). Accord-
ing to our rules the colder particlon loses its particles. But what would happen if we
heated the particlons around to maintain higher temperature of surrounding parti-
clons? The temperature of surrounding particlons would be always higher than of the
particlon in the middle, therefore all the particles of this particlon would be absorbed
by the others. No, it is impossible, because it would violate our particlon conservation
law. Therefore there must be something what cancels our ordering. The particlon will
not stay in the middle. He will get lost in between the other particlons. How would
it look like in a real situation? Take some solid material in which we know there is a
particlon in the middle. Heat up the material uniformly. Because the particlon can’t
stay on one place and continue absorbing heat from surrounding particlons, he will
melt. And then the particlon will evaporate. Now we understand in another way why
materials melt and evaporate.

Particlons with higher temperature take particles from particles with lower temper-
ature and hand over them heat energy. If the particlon with lower temperature gave
heat energy to the particlon of higher temperature, the colder particlon would take the
particles. As in the previous example imagine a particlon surrounded by other par-
ticlons, but this time the warmer particlon will be surrounded by colder particlons.
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(a) Colder particlon with temperature
T1 surrounded by particlons with tem-
perature T2.

(b) Warmer particlon with tempera-
ture T2 surrounded by particlons with
temperature T1.

Figure 8: In the figures there you can see a particlon in the middle surrounded by
many other particlons. The temperature T2 is higher than the temperature T1. Accord-
ing to the principles mentioned in the text we can say that some amount of heat dQ
corresponds to some amount dN of particles, which the particlon giving over the heat
to other particlons absorbs.

And imagine the atoms of the colder particlons can be ordered in the way to heat up
the warmer particlon (cyclic engine which takes heat from the colder body and gives
it to the warmer body). Then we can conclude that particles go from warmer particlon
to colder particlons (see figure 8b). But there is a serious trouble. If we take some
real material, our warmer particlon will not stop to hand over particles as in previous
example. The particlon will evaporate but he will stay in the solid material with tem-
perature T1 getting new heat. Therefore he would not be saved from disappearing of
all his particles. This is a contradiction with our first rule. Therefore it is impossible
to construct a cyclic engine which takes heat from the colder body and gives it to
the warmer body. We have proven one of equivalent formulations of the second law of
thermodynamics.

We can see another interesting thing. If you wish to discover particlons, do ex-
periments at low temperature because according to the second rule you are going to
have bigger particlons. Parts of the experiment can be connected and cooled down to
decrease the number of particlons in the experiment.

We have good results based on our assumptions for many particle systems, there-
fore these assumptions should be right. But what are the rules for interaction between
single particles? We have discussed identical particles scattering like an example of
this. I am not going to give here full discussion of this problem, but I can say that in
these experiments it looks like that the absorbtion of a photon means that the particlon
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which emitted the photon takes the particle which absorbed the photon, and because of
the symmetrical situation of identical particles scattering, these amplitudes interfere
(depends on which particle emitted the photon and which absorbed).

The last thing I would like to mention here is another proof that classical physics
could never be a satisfactory theory for whole physics. Imagine that particlons are
made of particles which always have exact position, exact velocity. Thus there is some
law which tells us how one particlon can take particle from another particlon. Then
we could take one particlon and set up our experiments to absorb particles of this
particlon one by one. And again this is in contradiction with particlon conservation.
Now we understand why there are some limits of information we can get from particlons.
These limits like the uncertainty principle must exist to avoid possible disappearance
of particlons.

3.4 Particlons in our nerve systems

In the introduction I wrote I am going to discuss human consciousness. I am going to
describe a simplified model of The particlon in human nerve system.

There are some particlons in our bodies. Consider the particlon, which state the
“owner of the body” feels - the particlon, which is interconnected through the whole
nerve system, something inside this net. We feel state of this particlon. There is some
exact correspondence between state we feel and the physical state of the particlon.
Around this particlon there are other particlons surrounding it. Environment of our
bodies influences us (we can see shapes and colours around us, listen to sounds,
etc.). In our bodies the particlons around our particlon are influenced by the earlier
mentioned chain reaction. Finally they influence the one particlon we feel at the end
of this chain reaction.

Notice that for interaction between two particlons in contact, single atoms are not
important as in quantum mechanical experiments, because there appear many differ-
ent ways these particlons can change state of each other and the resulting states will be
the same (the same interaction). We don’t really feel state of motion of every particle in
our particlon, another plausible result. It leads to further simplification of our model.
Everything we feel, everything we do is possible to understand in this way. The envi-
ronment of the human body changes states of particlons in the surroundings of the
main particlons, and we react by changing their states in the way we want bounded
by the quantum mechanical laws of the particlon theory.
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4 Conclusion

In this article I have introduced a new way how to understand fundamental physics.
The main motivation to do this was incomprehensibility of consciousness in terms of
physics. This naturally led to the concept of particlons. I explained how to under-
stand phenomena connected with consciousness in terms of fundamental physics. I
suggested experiments which would prove existence of particlons. I have shown that
basic physical laws for particlons lead to fundamental physical laws like the energy
conservation law or the second law of thermodynamics. I discussed some properties
of physical laws of particlons. I showed a way how to understand phenomena con-
nected with interchanging particles between particlons. I have also shown there are
another ways to motivate the existence of particlons. The ways which explain many
mysterious quantum mechanical experiments – connected with wave-particle duality
or the importance of concept of information for physical description of experiments. I
hope you enjoyed reading.

Thank you, the author, 24. 2. 2010

Basic conceptual line of the article

Consciousness in physics ⇒ Concept of a particlon
Particlons are equivalent, it is possible to separate them ⇒ Interference phenomenon

as the only candidate, which could be the phenomenon distinguishing different parti-
clons

Necessity of formulation of particlon version of quantum mechanical laws con-
nected with interference ⇒ Free particlons wave-like behavior, particlon ineraction
causes wave-function collapses. Probability of every interaction of two particlons as
square of norm of amplitude of probability given by sum of amplitudes of probabilities
for different ways of interaction

Problem of measurement of individual particlons ⇒ Source and “interference spoiler”
one particlon - interference occurs, different particlons - cancellation of the interfer-
ence

Problem of interchange of particles between particlons ⇒ Warmer particlons take
particles from colder in heat exchange

The law of conservation of particlons ⇒ Special case of energy conservation law,
The second law of thermodynamics

Need for more exact laws of interchange of particles between particlons⇒ Inter-
change of a photon between two particlons means that the emitting particlon absorbs
the absorbing particle
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Remark to the second edition:

It has been more than one year since I wrote the first version of this article. I have
rewritten the original article changing it to this form. The changes I made were mostly
language corrections. Sometimes I also added some interesting physical ideas, which
were not in the original article, but I did not change any important physical idea of
the particlon theory - the main physical concepts were all alright. The original article
contained a lot of typist’s errors and broken formulations. I believe that this version of
the article is more convenient and transparent for a common reader. I hope the reader
is not confused by my intuitive argumentation I use throughout this article. Next time
I am going to be much more “explicit” to avoid such confusions. At last I added the
overview to the conclusion on the previous page (Basic conceptual line of the article).

I plan to write a second article about the particlon theory, which should contain
discussion of other branches of physics and also clear mathematical formulation of
the theory.

The author, 6. 6. 2011
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